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abnegation Self-denial.
Abnegation of the Holy Trinity.

apophasis Mentioning something by saying it will not be mentioned.

contradict Be in contradiction with.
He did not contradict her but just said nothing.

controvert Deny the truth of (something.
Subsequent work from the same laboratory controverted these results.

deniable
Capable of being denied or contradicted.
The government did agree to play a limited and deniable role in the
rebellion.

denial
Refusal to acknowledge an unacceptable truth or emotion or to admit it into
consciousness, used as a defence mechanism.
The denial of insurance to people with certain medical conditions.

deny Deny oneself something restrain especially from indulging in some pleasure.
Both firms deny any responsibility for the tragedy.

disallow Refuse to declare valid.
He was offside and the goal was disallowed.

disavow Deny any responsibility or support for.
The union leaders resisted pressure to disavow picket line violence.

disavowal The denial of any responsibility or support for something; repudiation.
His disavowal of his previous writings.

disclaim Make a disclaimer about.
The school disclaimed any responsibility for his death.

gainsay Take exception to.
None could gainsay her.
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impugn
Dispute the truth, validity, or honesty of (a statement or motive); call into
question.
The father does not impugn her capacity as a good mother.

inadmissible (especially of evidence in court) not accepted as valid.
Inadmissible evidence.

interdict An authoritative prohibition.
Army efforts to interdict enemy supply shipments.

negate Make ineffective by counterbalancing the effect of.
Alcohol negates the effects of the drug.

nullify
Show to be invalid.
Insulin can block the release of the hormone and thereby nullify the effects
of training.

objection
An expression or feeling of disapproval or opposition; a reason for
disagreeing.
His view is open to objection.

perjure
Wilfully tell an untruth or make a misrepresentation under oath; commit
perjury.
She admitted that she had perjured herself.

rebut Prove to be false or incorrect.
But he their sharp assault right boldly did rebut.

rebuttal An instance of rebutting evidence or an accusation.

refusal A message refusing to accept something that is offered.
An appeal against the refusal of a licence.

refuse Refuse to accept.
The old lady was refused admission to four hospitals.

refutable Able to be refuted.

refutation The action of proving a statement or theory to be wrong or false.
He fails to give a clear refutation of the argument.

refute Prove to be false or incorrect.
The speaker refuted his opponent s arguments.

reject The person or thing that is rejected or set aside as inferior in quality.
Black people were often rejected by country clubs.

rejection The act of rejecting something.
Rejection of the transplanted liver.

repudiate (in the past or in non-Christian religions) disown or divorce (one’s wife.
The minister repudiated allegations of human rights abuses.
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repudiation Rejecting or disowning or disclaiming as invalid.
The repudiation of the debt by the city.


